
Research on 8-unit MIMO antenna of 5G 

metal frame mobile terminal

To meet the antenna requirements of metal-framed mobile terminals

in 5G era, an eight-unit MIMO array antenna composed of four "ring-

slots" is proposed. In each "ring-slot" structure, the ring antenna and

the slot antenna share a rectangular slot. Without adding an external

decoupling structure, the current distribution around the rectangular

gap is reverse and orthogonal, which realizes the high isolation of the

structure. Through simulation and actual measurement, the center

frequency of the MIMO antenna array is 3.5 GHz, which can work

well in the LTE band 42(3.4-3.6GHz) of 5G communication. The

isolation of the antenna unit is better than 16 dB, the radiation

efficiency is between 65.8% ~ 73.7%, the envelope correlation

coefficient is less than 0.02, and the radiation effect is good. The

simulation and measurement results show that the proposed eight-unit

MIMO array antenna has high compactness and isolation, and will be

well applied to 5G metal frame mobile terminals to promote the

progress and development of the 5G communication system.

Abstract

With the development of 5G communication technology, industrial

production efficiency has been improved, the digitization and

interconnection of everything have been realized, and people's quality

of life has been significantly improved. With the commercialization of

5G, users' demand for 5G increases. Therefore, in order to achieve

high-speed concurrency with massive devices, more complex channel

coding and higher-order multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO)

systems must be adopted[1]. Multiple antennas are used at the

transmitting end and the receiving end to improve the quality of MIMO

signals, respectively. Multi-antenna diversity and spatial multiplexing

are mainly used to improve the channel capacity of the communication

system[2].

The common working frequency band of 5G mobile phone terminal

includes 5G NR n77 / N79: 3300 ~ 3800MHz of 3.5GHz and 4400 ~

5000MHz of 4.8GHz[3]. The terminal antenna needs to consider the

channel distribution and human, and needs to have a specific

performance to meet the needs of different application scenarios. In

order to meet the needs of future cellular communication systems, it is

necessary to continuously increase the channel capacity of

smartphones. The design trend is to integrate six or eight antenna units,

and its related MIMO array antenna has attracted extensive attention[4].

However, due to the increased light and thin of smartphones, the

physical space in practical application scenarios is limited, and the

space available for antennas is less and less. This makes the design size

compressed, and there is a serious coupling between MIMO

components. Therefore, the most important task is how to improve the

isolation between MIMO antennas.

Introduction

In this paper, the design and test of MIMO antenna for 5G metal-frame

mobile terminals are carried out, and the following conclusions are drawn:

(1) According to the above measurement results, it is confirmed that the

proposed eight-antenna multi-input multi-output array can produce high

isolation and good multi-input and multi-output performance.

(2) Compared with the relevant type of 5G metal-frame mobile phone

terminal designed by the predecessor, the compactness and isolation of the

antenna in this design have been effectively improved;

(3) It is proved that the MIMO array antenna will be well applied to the 5G

metal-frame mobile phone terminal and promote the progress and

development of the 5G communication system. However, further

improvements can be made to the antenna size to adapt to the rapid

development of 5G communications.

In the presence of metal frames, in the four terminal antenna types of MIMO,

the ring antenna and the slot antenna both show better antenna performance, so

the combination of the ring antenna and the slot antenna to design a new

MIMO antenna structure has high research value. A 2-unit "ring-slot" MIMO

antenna structure operating in the LTE band 42 (3.4–3.6 GHz) frequency band

with a center frequency of about 3.5 GHz was designed, using an FR4 media

substrate with a relative dielectric constant of 4.4 and a thickness of 0.8 mm,

and a circle of 0.6 mm thick copper sheet around the media substrate to

simulate the metal border in the mobile terminal.

First, a ring antenna operating at 3.5GHz was designed. A rectangular gap is

opened in the floor to form a ring structure of a ring antenna. In order to reduce

the effect of metal boundaries on antenna performance, gaps are opened at

metal boundaries and metal boundaries are used as part of the antenna feed

structure. At the same time, a rectangular feeder branch is designed, at which

time one end of the rectangular feeder branch is connected to the opening of

the rectangular floor, and the other end is connected to the metal frame to

achieve effective excitation of the ring antenna. As shown in Figure 1, it is a

schematic diagram of the ring antenna structure.
Figure 4: Current diagram of the "ring groove" structure.

Design of the "ring-slot " structure

Figure 5: Current distribution plot after loading a T-type decoupling structure.

Conclusion

Figure 1: Schematic diagram of the ring antenna structure..


